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There were no TCs generated in July 2020 over the western North Pacific (WNP), which
was the first time this had happened during since 1980. This study attempts to understand
the cause of there having been no TCs generated in July 2020, and evaluates the
prediction skill for the large-scale environmental conditions associated with the TC
genesis number (TCGN). Results show that the main causes were the abnormal
warming of sea surface temperature (SST) in the North Indian Ocean (NIO) and North
Atlantic in July and the abnormal decrease in SST from April and May in the Niño4 region.
The NIO SST can affect the large-scale environmental conditions via the
SST–precipitation–wind feedback mechanism. Through the interaction between the
tropical North Atlantic and the NIO, the abnormally warm North Atlantic SST further
strengthened the impact of the NIO SST on the environmental conditions. The monthly
difference (MD) of the Niño4 index from April to May is significantly correlated with the
TCGN in July. Not only can the Niño4 MD in May affect the environmental conditions by
affecting the WNP anticyclone, but it can also affect the NIO SST and precipitation
anomalies through a shift in the position of the Walker circulation. Besides, the activity of
the MJO also had a certain impact on the absence of TC genesis in July 2020. Although
CFSv2 can successfully predict the local feedback affecting the July TCGN, it fails to
forecast the large-scale environmental conditions associated with the absence of TC
genesis over the WNP in July 2020.

Keywords: absence of tropical cyclone genesis in July 2020, North Indian Ocean, sea surface temperature, monthly
difference, Niño4, prediction, CFSv2

INTRODUCTION

The western North Pacific (WNP), including the South China Sea (SCS), is the most active tropical
cyclone (TC) basin on the globe (Chan, 2005). WNP TCs cause serious meteorological disasters in
China every year, resulting in huge economic losses and human casualties. Although the TC genesis
number (TCGN) over the WNP decreased after the 1980s, the value of the economic loss is
increasing significantly (Zhang et al., 2009; Xiao and Xiao, 2010).

The interannual variability of WNP TC activity and its physical mechanisms play an important
role in the prediction of TCs in theWNP. Previous works have indicated that both El Niño–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) and Indian Ocean sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies impact upon the
interannual variability of TCGN over the WNP (Chen et al., 1998; Chan, 2000; Wang and Chan,
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2002; Zhan et al., 2011; Tao et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2016). Wang
and Wang (2019) indicated that the subtropical high could
integrate the effect of trans-basin SST on the interannual
variability of TC genesis over the WNP. ENSO has a
remarkable effect on the east–west shift in the upward and
downward branches of the Walker circulation of the mean
genesis location and accordingly contributes to intense TC
activity (Nakazawa, 2001; Wang and Chan, 2002; Tao et al.,
2012). Accompanying the decay of El Niño, tropical equatorial
easterly anomalies in theWNP are driven by aMatsuno–Gill-type
response to the specific SST anomaly pattern over the tropical
Indo-Pacific sector, which induces anomalous large-scale
environmental conditions unfavorable for WNP TCs (Chan,
2005; Zhao H. et al., 2019). An intensified impact of ENSO
Modoki SST anomalies on the TC activity over theWNP after the
early 1990s was reported by Cao et al. (2018). ZhaoH. et al. (2019)
also found that the WNP TC season onset date was affected by
SST anomalies over the North Indian Ocean (NIO) and the
tropical central Pacific. The interannual variability in the boreal
spring regional Hadley circulation over the Indo-Pacific warm
pool can affect the TC activity over the WNP via
wind–precipitation–SST feedback (Cao et al., 2018; Guo and
Tan, 2018). Besides ENSO and Indian Ocean SST anomalies,
the TCGN in the WNP during July–October has a significantly
negative correlation with SST anomalies in the tropical North
Atlantic (Huo et al., 2015; Cao et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2016).

Previous studies have shown that the
Madden−Julian−Oscillation (MJO) can also modulate the TC
frequency over the WNP by exciting the wave activity (Sobel and
Maloney, 2000; Hall et al., 2001; Maloney and Hartmann, 2001; Li
and Zhou, 2013). TheMJO has an asymmetric modulation on the
WNP TC genesis, and an enhanced MJO modulation of TC
genesis in the WNP during the El Niño events (Li et al., 2012).
Zhao and Li (2019) found that the contribution of MJO-related
relative humidity plays themost important role in modulating TC
genesis in the WNP. The predicted MJO phase information is
helpful to TC genesis prediction on intraseasonal time-scales
(Zhao C. et al., 2019).

To date, many studies have focused on the prediction of
seasonal-scale TC activity (Fan and Wang, 2009; Huang and
Chan, 2014; Lu et al., 2018; Tian and Fan, 2019). The spring SST
gradient between the tropical Indian Ocean andWNP warm pool
in spring may act as a potential predictor for summer TC landfall
number in China (Ueda et al., 2018; Wang and Chen, 2018).

Compared with seasonal prediction, the subseasonal prediction of
TC activity in the WNP is more complex and challenging.

As shown in Figure 1, there were 3.8 TCs generated in July on
average in the WNP during 1981–2010, with two of them
generally making landfall in China. However, the TCGN was
zero in July 2020 over the WNP, for the first time in the past
41 years. Indeed, there was never a month without WNP TC
genesis from August to October during 1980–2020 based on
typhoon data from the China Meteorological Administration.
The absence of WNP TCs in July 2020 led to less precipitation
and higher temperatures in South China in July 2020, which
subsequently induced severe meteorological drought. As shown
in Figure 2A, there is a positive relationship between the July
TCGN over the WNP and the standardized precipitation
evapotranspiration index (SPEI) in South China. The
occurrence of July drought in South China will be caused by a
lower TCGN in the WNP. As shown in Figure 2A,B serious
drought occurred in South China in July 2020. Figure 2C shows
the interannual variability of July SPEI in South China (20°–27°N,
105°–120°E), which is defined as SPEI-SCI. The temporal
correlation coefficient (TCC) between the July TCGN and July
SPEI-SCI is 0.38 during 1980–2020, exceeding the 95%
confidence level. The drought intensity in South China in July
2020 was the second highest in the past 41 years. Therefore, it is
necessary to study the cause of the absence of TC genesis in
July 2020.

Previous studies have shown that the extremely unfavorable
large-scale conditions that are associated with an anomalous
WNP anticyclonic circulation driven by trans-basin SST
anomalies across the tropical oceans, and an unprecedented
long-stalled MJO event over the Indian Ocean sector,
significantly contributed to the unprecedented absence of
WNP TC in July 2020 (Liu et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021).
This paper not only explores the impact of Indian Ocean SST and
MJO in July on the environmental conditions related to the
absence of WNP TC in July 2020, but also shows the
contribution of ENSO monthly difference to no TCs generated
in July 2020. The prediction skill for the atmospheric circulation
anomalies related to the WNP TCGN in July and its physical
processes are also evaluated in this study.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Data and
methods describes the data and methods used in this study.
The causes of there having been no WNP TCs generated in
July 2020 are described in Causes of no TCs generated over the
WNP in July 2020. The predictability of the physical mechanism
of noWNP TCs in July 2020 is presented inCFSv2 Prediction Skill
for the Atmospheric Circulation Anomalies Related to the WNP
TCGN in July and Its Physical Processes. Finally, Summary
summarizes the key findings of this work.

DATA AND METHODS

The TCGN data are from the China Meteorological
Administration, and cover the period 1951–2020 (Ying et al.,
2014). The monthly precipitation and air temperature data are
from the National Climate Center of the China Meteorological

FIGURE 1 | Interannual variability of the July TCGN over the WNP during
1980–2020. The average of the July TCGN is shown by the black dotted line.
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Administration, based on 160 observation stations in China. The
monthly atmospheric circulation dataset, including sea level
pressure (SLP), horizontal wind at 850 hPa (UV850),
geopotential height at 500 hPa, and, vertical velocity, are from
the National Centers for Environmental Prediction–National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis
dataset (horizontal resolution: 2.5° × 2.5°) for the period
1948–2020 (Kalnay et al., 1996). The monthly averaged SST
data are from NOAA’s Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface
Temperature dataset, version 5, with a horizontal resolution of
2.0° × 2.0° (Huang et al., 2017). The monthly outgoing longwave
radiation (OLR) data, with a spatial resolution of 2.5° latitude ×
2.5° longitude are from NOAA’s interpolated dataset (Liebmann
and Smith, 1996). The monthly precipitation data are from the
Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) dataset, version
2.3 (Adler et al., 2018). In this study, ENSO variability is
characterized by a time series of averaged SST from the Niño4
region (160°E–150°W, 5°S–5°N) using monthly averaged ERSST.v5
data (https://psl.noaa.gov/data/correlation/nina4.data).

The coupled model used in this study is the NCEP’s Climate
Forecast System, version 2 (CFSv2), which is a fully coupled
dynamical seasonal prediction system developed at the
Environmental Modeling Center, NCEP (Saha et al., 2014).
The CFSv2-predicted data in July, starting on February 1st
and May 1st during the period 1982–2020, are employed.

The ECHAM5 atmospheric general circulation model,
developed by the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, was
employed to perform the following experiments (Roechner et al.,
2003; Roeckner et al., 2006). First, a control experiment was run,
in which the AMIP II climatological monthly SST was prescribed
(Taylor et al., 2000), the simulation was integrated for 50 years,
and the last 30 year’s results were used as the samples. Then, SST
anomaly sensitivity experiments were run, for which
observational SST anomalies added to the climatological SST
were prescribed.

CAUSES OF NO TROPICAL CYCLONES
GENERATED OVER THEWESTERN NORTH
PACIFIC IN JULY 2020
To explore the causes of there having been no TCs generated over
the WNP in July 2020, the large-scale environmental conditions
associated with the TCGN in July are investigated in this section.
The climate systems, which affect the large-scale environmental
conditions related to the July TCGN, are also analyzed.

Large-Scale Environmental Conditions
Affecting the Western North Pacific TC
Genesis Number in July
Figure 3 shows the regression patterns of the July SLP anomaly,
500-hPa vertical velocity anomaly, 850-hPa relative vorticity
anomaly, and VWS anomaly, upon the standardized July
TCGN during 1980–2020. During the years with lower TCGN
in July over the WNP, they are accompanied by positive SLP
anomalies, anomalous downward motion, negative low-level
relative vorticity anomalies, and positive VWS anomalies in
the SCS and WNP (Figure 3).

Four atmospheric circulation indices related to the July TCGN
over the WNP are defined to facilitate our analyses. The SLP
index is defined as the area-averaged SLP anomaly in the region
(10°–25°N, 90°–150°E). The vertical velocity index is defined as the
area-averaged 500-hPa vertical velocity anomaly in the region
(12.5°–22.5°N, 100°–150°E). The relative vorticity index is defined
as the area-averaged 850-hPa relative vorticity anomaly in the
region (12.5°–22.5°N, 100°–125°E). The VWS index is defined as
the area-averaged VWS anomaly in the region (10°S–15°N,
100°–150°E). Figure 4 shows the interannual variability of
these four atmospheric circulation indices in July affecting the
July TCGN over theWNP during 1980–2020. The TCCs between
the four indices and the July TCGN are −0.53 for the SLP index,

FIGURE 2 | (A) TCC between the July TCGN and the July SPEI in China during 1980–2020. Filled and open circles represent sites that passed and failed the
significance test at the 95% level. (B) Spatial distribution of SPEI. (C) Standardized regional-averaged July SPEI in South China (20°–27°N, 105°–120°E).
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−0.57 for the vertical velocity index, 0.60 for the relative vorticity
index, and −0.53 for the VWS index during 1980–2020, exceeding
the 99% confidence level. The amplitudes of the positive anomaly
of SLP index, positive anomaly of vertical velocity index, and
negative anomaly of relative vorticity index in July 2020 are the

top three in the past 41 years. In particular, the vertical velocity
index and VWS index in July 2020 are the strongest during
1980–2020. These larger amplitude changes in large-scale
environmental conditions were unfavorable for TC genesis
over the WNP in July 2020, especially for the strongest

FIGURE 3 | Regression patterns of the July. (A) SLP anomaly (units: hPa), (B) 500-hPa vertical velocity anomaly (units: Pa/s), (C) 850-hPa relative vorticity anomaly
(units: 10–6 s), and (D) VWS anomaly between 850 and 200 hPa (units: m/s) upon the standardized July TCGN during 1980–2020. Dotted areas indicate statistical
significance at the 95% level, as estimated by a Student’s t-test. The regions marked by the red rectangle are used to define four atmospheric circulation indices.

FIGURE 4 | Interannual variability of the (A). SLP anomaly averaged over the region (10°–25°N, 90°–150°E), (B) 500-hPa vertical velocity anomaly averaged over the
region (12.5°–22.5°N, 100°–150°E), (C) 850-hPa relative vorticity anomaly averaged over the region (12.5°–22.5°N, 100°–125°E), and (D) VWS anomaly averaged over
the region (10°S–15°N, 100°–150°E), affecting the TCGN over the WNP during 1980–2020.
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descending motion over the WNP and VWS anomalies over the
Maritime Continent in the last 41 years.

Effect of North Indian Ocean Sea Surface
Temperature Anomalies on the Formation
of No Western North Pacific Tropical
Cyclones in July 2020
Recent studies have indicated that tropical Indian Ocean SST
anomalies have a significant influence on the interannual variability
of WNP TC activity (Du et al., 2011; Tao et al., 2012; Guo and Tan,
2018; Magee and Verdon-Kidd, 2018; Wang and Chen, 2018). In
particular, eastern Indian Ocean SST anomalies affect the TCGN over
the WNP through two possible physical mechanisms: the land–sea
thermal contrast and equatorial Kelvinwave dynamics (Xie et al., 2009;
Du et al., 2011; Zhan et al., 2011; Guo and Tan, 2018).

Recent research on the physical process by which Indian
Ocean SST anomalies affect the TCGN over the WNP has
focused mainly on the seasonal scale. But are their findings
also applicable to the monthly scale? To answer this question,
the relationship between the July TCGN and the SST,
precipitation and UV850 in July are analyzed. Figure 5
presents the regression patterns of the July SST anomaly,
precipitation anomaly, and UV850 upon the standardized July
TCGN during 1980–2020. As can be seen, there is a significant
negative correlation between the July TCGN and the July SST
anomaly over the NIO (Figure 5A). When there is a high TCGN
in July over the WNP, the precipitation over the Arabian Sea is
simultaneously low, and the westerlies over the NIO to the WNP

south of 20°N are stronger than normal (Figures 5B,C). Previous
studies have shown a positive feedback among the precipitation
anomalies over the WNP, surface winds, and local SST in the Bay
of Bengal and the South China Sea (Guo and Tan, 2018). In this
study, the precipitation–wind–SST feedback among the
precipitation anomalies over the Arabian Sea, the surface
wind, and SST anomalies in the NIO, is similar to this
feedback but with some differences. The NIO warming and
the eastern WNP cooling weakens the zonal SST gradient over
the Philippine Sea. The weakened zonal SST gradient between the
NIO–SCS and eastern WNP further enhances the easterly wind
anomalies. The strengthened easterly wind anomalies reduce the
total wind speed, which in turn warms the SST in the NIO by
reducing the evaporation in the NIO. The strengthened easterly
wind anomalies in the NIO enhance the July precipitation
anomalies over the Arabian Sea by strengthening the upward
motion in the Arabian Sea. The positive precipitation anomalies
in the Arabian Sea stimulate a Gill–Matsuno response through
the change in latent heat, subsequently triggering a Kelvin wave in
the east of Arabian Sea and further strengthening the low-level
easterly anomaly in the NIO and SCS. The easterly wind
anomalies on the southern side of the anticyclonic circulation
anomaly increase the VWS over the Maritime Continent, and
decreases the 850 hPa-relative vorticity and SLP over the WNP,
which are unfavorable to the WNP TC genesis in July.

But was the strongest descending motion over the WNP and
VWS anomalies over the Maritime Continent in July 2020 during
the past 41 years related to this feedback process? Figure 6 shows
the SST anomaly, OLR, U850, and precipitation anomaly in July

FIGURE 5 | Regression patterns of the July. (A) SST anomaly (units: K), (B) precipitation anomaly (units: mm/day), and (C) UV850 (units: m/s) upon the
standardized July TCGN during 1980–2020. Dotted (a, b) and shaded (c) areas indicate statistical significance at the 95% level, as estimated by a Student’s t-test. The
regions marked by the red rectangle are used to define SSTI-NIO (0°–20°N, 60°–120°E), SSTI-ATL (10°–24°N, 30°–80°W), PRECI (0°–20°N, 60°–75°E), and U850I
(0°–20°N, 60°–120°E).
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2020. Dotted areas in the figure indicate that the value in July 2020
is the highest or lowest of the values in July 1980–2020. In July 2020,
the anomalous amplitudes of the SST anomaly, low-level easterly
wind anomaly in the NIO–SCS, OLR, and precipitation anomaly in
the Arabian Sea are the largest during 1980–2020. With the
strongest feedback process between the SST, precipitation, and
low-level wind, the largest amplitude of the easterly wind anomaly
in July 2020 leads to the strongest VWS in the WNP. Accordingly,

there were no WNP TCs generated in July 2020, for the first time
during the past 41 years.

To further verify the influence of the SST anomaly over the NIO
on the July TCGN over theWNP, the relationship between the SST
anomaly in the NIO and the large-scale environmental conditions
related to the July TCGN over the WNP are explored in this study.
The SSTI-NIO index is defined as the area-averaged SST anomaly
in the region (0°–20°N, 60°–120°E). Figure 7 presents the regression

FIGURE 6 | The (A) SST anomaly (units:K), (B)OLR (units:W/m2), (C) 850-hPa zonal wind anomaly (units:m/s), and (D) precipitation anomaly (units:mm/day) in
July 2020. Dotted areas indicate that the value in July 2020 is the highest or lowest of the values in July 1980–2020.

FIGURE 7 | Regression patterns of the July. (A) SLP anomaly (units: hPa), (B) 500-hPa vertical velocity anomaly (units: Pa/s), (C) 850-hPa relative vorticity
anomaly (units: 10–6 s), and (D) VWS anomaly between 850 and 200 hPa (units: m/s) upon the standardized July SSTI-NIO index during 1980–2020. Dotted areas
indicate statistical significance at the 95% level, as estimated by a Student’s t-test.
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patterns of the July SLP anomaly, 500-hPa vertical velocity
anomaly, 850-hPa relative vorticity anomaly, and VWS anomaly
upon the standardized July SSTI-NIO index during 1980–2020. As
shown in Figure 7, warm NIO SST anomalies in July can lead to
positive SLP anomalies, anomalous downward motion, negative
relative vorticity at 850 hPa, and positive VWS in the Maritime
Continent, which suppress the July TC genesis over the WNP via
the local feedback between the SST, precipitation and low-level
zonal wind over the NIO. This further shows that the absence of
WNP TCs in July 2020 was closely related to the warmest NIO SST
anomalies in July 2020.

Previous studies have pointed out that the SST anomalies over
the northern tropical Atlantic affect the TC activity over theWNP
through an Atlantic–Pacific teleconnection (Huo et al., 2015; Cao
et al., 2016). Numerical experiments also confirm the warm SST
anomalies in the tropical Atlantic exert a remote impact on the
atmospheric circulation over the WNP related to the TCGN
through the Indian Ocean relay effect, and easterly anomalies are
induced over the NIO in response to the forcing of cold SST
anomalies in the tropical North Atlantic (Yu et al., 2016). There is
a negative relationship between the July TCGN and the SST
anomalies in July over the tropical North Atlantic (Figure 7A).
An index, referred to as SSTI-ATL, is defined as the regional-
averaged SST anomalies in the Atlantic (10°–24°N, 30°–80°W).
The TCC between the July TCGN and SSTI-ATL is −0.39 during
1980–2020, exceeding the 95% confidence level. There is also a
close relationship between the SSTI-NIO and SSTI-ATL, with a
TCC of 0.60 during 1980–2020, exceeding the 99% confidence
level. The SSTI-ATL in July is the second warmest since 1980
(figure not shown). Through the interaction between the tropical
North Atlantic and the NIO, the abnormally warm North
Atlantic SST further strengthens the impact of the NIO SST
on the large-scale environmental conditions related to the WNP
TCGN. Thus, the warm SST anomalies in the North Atlantic also
contributed to the absence of WNP TCs in July 2020.

The ECHAM5 atmospheric general circulation model was
employed to confirm the impact of SST over the NIO and
tropical Pacific on the large-scale circulation over the WNP
basin. In this sensitivity experiment, the July SST anomaly

over the NIO (0°–20°N, 60°–120°E) was superimposed onto
climatological SST during 1971–2000. Figure 8 shows the 850-
hPa horizontal wind anomaly and precipitation anomaly during
1971–2000 for the control experiment (EXP NIO-CTRL). In the
sensitivity runs, the results of EXP-July-NIO demonstrate that
warmer SSTs in the NIO induce locally enhanced precipitation in
the east Arabian Sea and lower-level easterlies over the NIO. The
physical processes of the SST over the NIO and tropical Pacific
are partly confirmed by the numerical experiments. Meanwhile,
the results of EXP-July-NIO demonstrate that warmer NIO SSTs
induce locally enhanced positive VWS anomalies over the
Maritime Continent and decreases the 850 hPa-relative
vorticity and SLP over the WNP, which are unfavorable to the
WNP TC genesis in July (figure not shown).

Contribution of El Niño–Southern
Oscillation to the Absence of WNP Tropical
Cyclone Genesis in July 2020
Both ENSO and tropical Indian Ocean SST anomalies play
important roles in modulating the TC activity over the WNP
(Du et al., 2011; Zhan et al., 2011; Tao et al., 2012). Wang and
Chan (2002) indicated that the relationship between WNP TC
activity and ENSO depends strongly on the intensity of ENSO
episodes. Strong El Niño or La Niña events have significant
impacts on WNP TC activity, but moderate warm events do
not show definite significant impacts during ENSO neutral
conditions (Magee and Verdon-Kidd, 2018).

Therefore, was the lack of TC genesis in the WNP in July 2020
related to ENSO? The Niño4 MD is defined as the difference in
the Niño4 SST index between the current month and the previous
month. As shown in Figure 9A, the relationship between the
WNP TCGN in July and the SST in the Niño4 region from
December to July is not significant. However, there is a significant
correlation between the July TCGN and the Niño4 MD from
March to May, especially in May. The TCC between the July
TCGN and Niño4 MD is 0.36 for March, 0.37 for April, and 0.50
for May, exceeding the 95% confidence level. Thus, the
contribution of the SST in the Niño4 region to there being no

FIGURE 8 | (A) 850-hPa horizontal wind anomaly (units: m/s) and (B) precipitation anomaly (units: mm/day) in July during 1971–2000 from EXP NIO-CTRL.
Shaded (a) and dotted (b) areas indicate statistical significance at the 95% level, as estimated by a Student’s t-test.
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WNP TCs generated in July is relatively small. However, the
Niño4 MD in March–May might make a certain contribution to
the July TCGN over the WNP.

Previous studies have indicated that there is a close
relationship between the SST in the Indian Ocean and ENSO,
and the linkage between them operates through the Indo-western
Pacific ocean capacitor and atmospheric bridge (Klein et al., 1999;
Alexander et al., 2002; Xie et al., 2016). We also investigate the
relationship between the July SST anomalies over the NIO and
ENSO. The significant statistical relationship between the Niño4
MD inMay and the Indian Ocean SST anomaly can also last from
May to July, with TCCs of −0.41 in May, −0.45 in June, and −0.51
in July during 1980–2020. But were the extremely warm NIO SST
anomalies in July 2020 affected by ENSO? Figure 9B shows the
climatological monthly evolution of SST in the Niño4 region
during 1981–2010, and the monthly evolution of the Niño4 index
in 2020. Due to the weak El Niño state in the first half of 2020, the
direct impact of ENSO on the NIO SST anomalies in July 2020 is
weak. In the monthly evolution of the Niño4 index, the SST in the
Niño4 region decreases anomalously from April to May, which is
different from the evolutionary characteristics of the SST
climatology in the Niño4 region. A negative Niño4 MD only
appears in May 2003, 2010, and 2020 (Figure 9C). The year with
the largest cooling amplitude of Niño4 from April to May is 2020.
Because the Niño4 MD in May is significantly correlated with the
July TCGN and the July SST anomalies over the NIO, the Niño4
MD in May 2020 may have made an important contribution to
the warm NIO SST anomalies and the lack of TC genesis in July
2020. There were only two WNP TCs generated in July 2003 and
2010, and their anomalous amplitudes were less than one negative
standard deviation. Thus, the negative Niño4 MD in May 2003
and 2010 also made a certain contribution to the lack of TC
genesis in July 2003 and 2010.

The signal of Niño4MD inMay can last fromMay to July, and
the lag correlation coefficients between the Niño4 MD in May
and the Niño4 MD in June and July are 0.43 and 0.39 during
1980–2020, exceeding the 99% confidence level. As shown in
Figure 10A, the Niño4 MD in May affect the environmental
conditions related to the July TCGN directly, by affecting the
south side of theWNP anticyclone in the following June and July.
Without the assistance of the NIO SST anomaly in July, the
cooling of SST in the Niño4 region from April to May can also
strengthen the WNP anticyclonic anomaly (figure not shown).

The Niño4 MD in May can also affect the SST and
precipitation anomalies in the NIO through the Walker
circulation, and then affect the environmental conditions by
strengthening the local feedback between the precipitation,
SST and low-level wind. The patterns of velocity potential in
the upper troposphere comprise one divergent anomaly center
over the central tropical Pacific and a convergent anomaly center
over the tropical Indian Ocean (Figure 10B). As the SST in the
Niño4 region decreases fromApril toMay, there is a strengthened
ascending branch of Walker circulation over the Indian Ocean in
July, which is conducive to the increase of precipitation over the
Indian Ocean in July (Figure 10C). The positive precipitation
anomalies in the Arabian Sea stimulate a Gill–Matsuno response
through the change in latent heat, subsequently triggering a
Kelvin wave in the east of Arabian Sea and strengthening the
low-level easterly anomaly in the NIO and SCS, which contributes
to SST warming in July by reducing evaporation in the NIO. Then
the WNP TC in July can be affected by the
precipitation–wind–SST feedback. The results of EXP Niño4-
CTRL, in which SST MD in the Niño4 region from April to May
was superimposed onto climatological SST, demonstrate the
effect of the Niño4 MD in May on the easterly anomaly over
the WNP in the following July (Figure 10D).

FIGURE 9 | (A) The TCCs between the TCGN in July and the Niño4 index (red bars), as well as the Niño-4 index MD (blue bars) from December to July during
1980–2020. (B) Climatological monthly evolution of SST in the Niño4 region during 1981–2020 (blue bars), and the monthly evolution of the Niño4 index in 2020 (red
bars). (C) Interannual variability of the SST MD between May and April in the Niño4 region during 1980–2020.Units: K. The black lines indicate statistical significance at
the 95% confidence level, as estimated by a Student’s t-test.
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Role of the Madden–Julian Oscillation in the
Absence of WNP Tropical Cyclones in July
2020
Previous studies have shown that the convection of the
Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO) affects the frequency and
location of TC genesis over the WNP through modulating the

large-scale environmental conditions (Nakazawa, 2006; Pan et al.,
2010; You et al., 2019). Indeed, the successful prediction of the
modulation of the large-scale fields by the intraseasonal
variability resulted in an accurate TC genesis forecast in 2004
(Nakano et al., 2015).

The impact of the MJO’s activity on the absence of TCs in
July 2020 is also explored. Figure 11A shows the RMM (Real-

FIGURE 10 | Regression patterns of the July (A) UV850 anomaly (units: m/s), (B) velocity potential at 200 hPa (units: 106 m2/s), and (C) precipitation anomaly
(units:mm/day) upon the standardized July Niño4 MD index during 1980–2020. (D) UV850 (units:m/s) in July during 1971–2000 from EXP Niño4-CTRL. Dotted (b, c)
and shaded (a, d) areas indicate statistical significance at the 95% level, as estimated by a Student’s t-test.

FIGURE 11 | (A) RMM index phase–space diagram in July 2020. (B) Days of the July MJO in Phases 1–2 during 1980–2020. The average of the days is shown by
the black dotted line.
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time Multivariate MJO) index phase space diagram for July
2020. A consecutive MJO active period of 1–31 July can be
identified. This MJO event starts in phase 1, passes through
phase 2, and ends in phase 3. The convective activities mainly
remain situated over Africa and the Arabian Sea in July 2020.
The TCC between the July TCGN and the number of days
when the July MJO is in Phases 1–2 is −0.54 during
1980–2020, exceeding the 99% confidence level. As shown
in Figure 11B, the MJO remains in Phases 1–2 for 28 days in
July 2020, which is the most days in July for the period
1980–2020. The MJO phase remaining over Africa and the
Arabian Sea was conducive to the increase in precipitation in
July over the Arabian Sea. These precipitation anomalies can
affect the large-scale environmental conditions related to the
July TCGN via the SST–precipitation–wind feedback
mechanism. The July MJO in Phases 1–2 is closely related
to the SST–precipitation–wind feedback and the large-scale
environmental conditions. The PRECI is defined as the area-
averaged precipitation anomaly in the region 0°–20°N,
60°–75°E). The U850I is defined as the area-averaged 850-
hPa zonal wind anomaly in the region (0°–20°N, 60°–120°E).
The TCCs between the days of the July MJO in Phases 1–2 and
the three factors in the feedback process are 0.44 for SSTI-
NIO, −0.70 for U850I, and 0.44 for PRECI during 1980–2020,
exceeding the 99% confidence level. The TCCs between the
four atmospheric circulation indices and the days of the July
MJO in Phases 1–2 are 0.67 for the SLP index, 0.69 for the
vertical velocity index, −0.64 for the relative vorticity index,
and −0.63 for the VWS index during 1980–2020, exceeding
the 99% confidence level. The relatively more active MJO over
Africa and the Arabian Sea provided unfavorable atmospheric
circulation conditions for TC genesis, leading to the absence
of WNP TC genesis in July 2020. Thus, the activity of the MJO

also had a certain impact on the absence of WNP TC genesis
in July 2020.

CFSV2 PREDICTION SKILL FOR THE
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION ANOMALIES
RELATED TO THE WNP TC GENESIS
NUMBER IN JULY AND ITS PHYSICAL
PROCESSES

Next, we address whether the CFSv2 model can reasonably
reproduce the large-scale environmental conditions related to
the WNP TCGN in July and its associated physical mechanism.
Specifically, the relationship between theWNP TCGN in July and
the large-scale atmospheric circulation, the physical process of
the SST over the NIO, and ENSO affecting the July TCGN in the
WNP, are evaluated in this section. Since consultation over the
summer climate in China takes place mainly in February andMay
of each year, we evaluate the CFSv2 prediction skill for the
atmospheric circulation anomalies related to the WNP TCGN
in July at 4- and 2-months leads (February and May).

Prediction Skill for the Environmental
Conditions
Figure 12 shows the interannual variability of CFSv2-predicted
July SLP index, relative vorticity index, and VWS index at 4- and
2-months leads, affecting the July TCGN over the WNP during
1980–2020. It is found that CFSv2 shows low prediction skill for
the July SLP index and VWS index in February, with TCCs of 0.29
for the SLP index and 0.28 for the VWS index, below the 95%
confidence level. The interannual variability of the SLP index and

FIGURE 12 | Interannual variability of the CFSv2-predicted July (A) SLP anomaly averaged over the region (10°–25°N, 90°–150°E), (B) 850-hPa relative vorticity
anomaly averaged over the region (12.5°–22.5°N, 100°–125°E), and (C) VWS anomaly averaged over the region (10°S–15°N, 100°–150°E) at 4- (red bars) and 2-months
(blue bars) leads, affecting the TCGN over the WNP during 1982–2020.
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VWS index in July can be well predicted by CFSv2 at a 2-months
lead, with TCCs of 0.64 for SLPI and 0.53 for the VWS index,
exceeding the 99% confidence level. For 4- and 2-months leads,
CFSv2 shows high prediction skill for the July relative velocity at
850 hPa associated with the July TCGN over the WNP. The TCC
between the observed and predicted the relative vorticity index is
0.52 at a 4-months lead, and 0.64 at a 2-months lead, exceeding
the 99% confidence level. However, the CFSv2 model seriously
underestimates the intensity of the three environmental
conditions related to the observed WNP TCGN in July 2020 at
4- and 2-months leads.

We also evaluate the CFSv2 prediction skill for the large-scale
environmental conditions associated with the July TCGN over
the WNP. Figure 13 shows the regression patterns of the CFSv2-
predicted July SLP anomaly, 850-hPa relative vorticity anomaly,
and VWS anomaly in February and May upon the standardized
July TCGN in the WNP during 1980–2020. As shown in
Figure 13A, the CFSv2 model shows poor skill in reproducing
the relationship between the July TCGN and the SLP anomaly in

FIGURE 13 | Regression patterns of the CFSv2-predicted July (a, d) SLP anomaly (units: hPa) (b, e) 850-hPa relative vorticity anomaly (units: 10–6 s), and (c, f)
VWS anomaly between 850 and 200 hPa (units: m/s), at (A–C) 4- and (D–F) 2-months leads, upon the standardized July TCGN during 1982–2020. Dotted areas
indicate statistical significance at the 95% level, as estimated by a Student’s t-test.

FIGURE 14 | Interannual variability of the CFSv2-predicted July SSTI
(redbars),−U850I (bluebars), andPRECI (greenbars), at (A)4- (February) and
(B) 2-months (May) leads.
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February. However, the model shows a certain predictive ability
for the relationship between the July TCGN and the relative
vorticity at 850 hPa and VWS at 4-months leads (Figures 13B,C).
At 2-months leads, CFSv2 shows high skill with respect to the
relationships between the WNP TCGN and the CFSv2-predicted
SLP, relative vorticity at 850 hPa, and VWS in the WNP (Figures
13D–F).

Prediction Skill for the Associated Physical
Processes
The CFSv2 prediction skill for the physical processes of NIO SST
affecting the July TCGN over the WNP is also evaluated in this
study. The SST in the NIO–SCS affects the July TCGN via the local
feedback between the SST, precipitation, and low-level wind. As
shown in Figure 14, the CFSv2 model shows very high prediction
skill for the interannual variability of the July SST over the NIO at
4- and 2-months leads, with TCCs of 0.78 for February and 0.83
for May during 1982–2020, exceeding the 99% confidence level.
The CFSv2 model also shows certain skill in predicting the
interannual variability of zonal wind at 850 hPa in the NIO,
with TCCs of 0.33 for February and 0.55 for May, exceeding

the 95% confidence level. Although the CFSv2 model predicts the
warming NIO SST anomaly in July 2020, it shows low predictive
ability for the spatial distribution of July SST anomalies in the
NIO, with anomaly pattern correlation coefficients of −0.09 for
February and −0.22 for May. The model also has little predictive
skill for the interannual variability of July precipitation over the
Arabian Sea, with TCCs of −0.22 for February and −0.21 for May.
The CFSv2 model can only predict the anomalous warming of the
SST anomalies over the NIO. It underestimates the intensity of
precipitation over the Arabian Sea and the low-level wind over the
NIO in July 2020. As shown in Figure 15, the CFSv2 model can
reasonably reproduce the local feedback process between the July
SST, precipitation, and low-level wind affecting the July TCGN at
4- and 2-months leads. Although the CFSv2 model can
successfully predict the local feedback affecting the July TCGN,
if the CFSv2 model can not accurately predict regional SST/
precipitation/winds anomalies, it will lead to the failure of
WNP TCGN. The CFSv2 model underestimated the intensity
of the largest amplitude regional SST/precipitation/winds in the
past 41 years, which led to the failure to predict the environmental
conditions associated with the absence of TC genesis over the
WNP in July 2020.

FIGURE 15 | Regression patterns of the CFSv2-predicted July (a, d) SST anomaly (units: K) (b, e) precipitation anomaly (units:mm/day), and (c, f) UV850 anomaly
(units:m/s), at (A–C) 4- and (D–F) 2-months leads, upon the standardized July TCGN during 1982–2020. Dotted (a, b, d, e) and shaded (c, f) areas indicate statistical
significance at the 95% level, as estimated by a Student’s t-test. The regions marked by the red rectangle are used to define SSTI-NIO (0°–20°N, 60°–120°E), PRECI
(0°–20°N, 60°–75°E), and U850I (0°–20°N, 60°–120°E).
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SUMMARY

In July 2020, there were no TCs generated over the WNP, for the
first time in the past 41 years. The absence of WNP TCs in July
2020 led to less precipitation and higher temperatures in South
China in July 2020, which then induced severe meteorological
drought. The absence of TC genesis over the WNP in July 2020
may have been due to the joint action of the three tropical oceans.
Warm NIO SST anomalies in July can lead to positive SLP
anomalies, anomalous downward motion, negative relative
vorticity at 850 hPa, and positive VWS in the WNP, which
suppress July TC genesis over the WNP via the local feedback
between the SST, precipitation, and low-level zonal wind over the
NIO. The physical processes of SST over the NIO and tropical
Pacific were partly confirmed by numerical experiments. With
the strongest feedback process between the strongest amplitude of
SST, precipitation, and low-level wind in July over the NIO, the
largest amplitude of the easterly wind anomaly in July 2020 led to
the strongest VWS in the WNP.

The SSTI-ATL in July 2020 was the second warmest since
1980. Through the interaction between the tropical North
Atlantic and the NIO, the abnormally warm North Atlantic
SST further strengthened the impact of the NIO SST on the
large-scale environmental conditions related to the WNP TCGN.
Thus, the warm SST anomalies in the North Atlantic also
contributed to the absence of WNP TCs in July 2020.

Due to the weak El Niño state in the first half of 2020, the direct
impact of ENSOon theNIO SST anomalies in July 2020wasweak. In
the monthly evolution of the Niño4 index, the SST in the Niño4
region decreases anomalously from April to May, which is different
from the evolutionary characteristics of the SST climatology in the
Niño4 region. A negativeNiño4MDonly appears inMay 2003, 2010,
and 2020. The year with the largest cooling amplitude of Niño4 index
from April to May is 2020. Along with the cooling of SST in the
Niño4 region from April to May in 2020, low-level anomalous
westerlies can be found in the equatorial regions in the eastern
part of the WNP. This would have created negative low-level relative
vorticity anomalies, thus providing unfavorable environmental
conditions for TC genesis over the WNP in July 2020. Not only
can the Niño4 MD in May affect the environmental conditions
related to the July TCGN directly, by affecting the anticyclone in the
WNP, but it can also affect the SST and precipitation anomalies in the
NIO through a shift in the position of the Walker circulation,
subsequently affecting the environment conditions by
strengthening local feedback.

The activity of the MJO also had a certain impact on the
absence of WNP TC genesis in July 2020. The MJO stayed in
Phases 1–2 for 28 days in July 2020, which was the most days
in July during 1980–2020. The MJO phase remaining over
Africa and the Arabian Sea was conducive to the increase in
precipitation in July over the Arabian Sea. These precipitation
anomalies affected the large-scale environmental conditions
related to the July TCGN via the SST–precipitation–wind
feedback mechanism.

The CFSv2 model can reasonably reproduce the local
feedback process between the July SST, precipitation, and
low-level wind affecting the July TCGN at 4- and 2-months
leads. Although the CFSv2 model can successfully predict the
local feedback affecting the July TCGN, it fails to forecast the
large-scale environmental conditions associated with the
absence of TC genesis over the WNP in July 2020. In future
work, it is necessary to combine the prediction skill of the
coupled model for the environmental conditions with the
physical mechanism of TCGN to improve the subseasonal
prediction of TCGN.
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